### INTERLINK - SOLID TOP

**BENEFITS:**
- High quality anti-fatigue properties
- Smooth surface for easy cleaning
- Ramps eliminate tripping hazard
- 915 x 915mm modular interlocking system
- Bevelled edges available in yellow or black
- 14mm thick

#### CODE | DESCRIPTION | SIZE (mm)
--- | --- | ---
09-ILS9191 | Interlink Mat - Solid Top | 915 x 915
09-ILE-Y | Interlink Edge - Yellow | 915(L)
09-ILE-B | Interlink Edge - Black | 915(L)

### INTERLINK - WITH HOLES

**BENEFITS:**
- High quality anti-fatigue properties
- Unique surface texture prevents build-up of dirt
- Drainage holes allow flow of liquids
- 915 x 915mm modular interlocking system
- Bevelled edges available in yellow or black
- Light weight for easy handling
- 14mm thick

#### CODE | DESCRIPTION | SIZE (mm)
--- | --- | ---
09-ILH9191 | Interlink Mat - Solid Top | 915 x 915
09-ILE-Y | Interlink Edge - Yellow | 915(L)
09-ILE-B | Interlink Edge - Black | 915(L)

### DIAMOND PLATE

**BENEFITS:**
- High quality anti-fatigue mat
- Durable PVC surface
- Overall thickness 18mm
- Industrial chequer-plate finish
- All edges bevelled for safety

#### CODE | DESCRIPTION | SIZE (mm)
--- | --- | ---
09-DP69 | Diamond Plate Mat | 600 x 900
09-DP915 | Diamond Plate Mat | 900 x 1500
09-DP60C | Diamond Plate Mat | 600 wide - per metre
09-DP90C | Diamond Plate Mat | 900 wide - per metre

### FATIGUE FIGHTER

**BENEFITS:**
- Relieves overall body fatigue
- Attractive pebble-top finish
- Can be cut to any length
- All edges bevelled for safety
- 12mm thick

#### CODE | DESCRIPTION | SIZE (mm)
--- | --- | ---
09-FF9060 | Fatigue Fighter Mat | 900 x 600
09-FF15090 | Fatigue Fighter Mat | 1500 x 900
09-FF90W | Fatigue Fighter Mat | 900 wide - per metre
**AQUA TUBE MATTING**

**BENEFITS:**
- Excellent anti-fatigue qualities
- Very durable tubular construction
- Impervious to water, oils, greases and acids
- Soft and flexible - easy to clean
- Cut to any length up to 12 metres
- 11mm thick

Colours: Grey, Black, Blue

**CODE** | **DESCRIPTION** | **SIZE (mm)**
--- | --- | ---
09-ATM09 | Aqua Tube Mat | 900 wide - per metre
09-ATM12 | Aqua Tube Mat | 1200 wide - per metre
09-ATM09R | Aqua Tube Mat | 900 wide x 12m Roll
09-ATM12R | Aqua Tube Mat | 1200 wide x 12m Roll

**SAFETY CUSHION MATTING**

**BENEFITS:**
- Anti fatigue
- Anti slip
- For wet and dry areas
- Bevelled edges for anti trip
- Available in black or red

**CODE** | **DESCRIPTION** | **SIZE (mm)**
--- | --- | ---
09-SC9060 | Safety Cushion Mat | 900 x 600
09-SC1590 | Safety Cushion Mat | 1500 x 900
09-SC2890 | Safety Cushion Mat | 2860 x 900
09-SC60PM | Safety Cushion Mat | 600 wide - per metre
09-SC90PM | Safety Cushion Mat | 900 wide - per metre
09-SC15PM | Safety Cushion Mat | 1500 wide - per metre

**SAFETY TREAD RAMP MATTING**

Heavy duty PVC foam coated fibreglass yarn, with PVC granules embedded into the surface make this mat the ideal solution for slippery outdoor ramps, walkways, paths and around swimming pools. Being 7mm thick and self draining it is comfortable to walk on and provides excellent grip even in wet or icy conditions. Can be trimmed to size on site.

**CODE** | **DESCRIPTION** | **SIZE (mm)**
--- | --- | ---
09-STM9 | Safety Tread Matting | 900(W)mm per metre
09-STM9010 | Safety Tread Matting | 900(W)mm x 10m roll
09-STM12 | Safety Tread Matting | 1200(W)mm per metre
09-STM1210 | Safety Tread Matting | 1200(W)mm x 10m roll
09-STM18 | Safety Tread Matting | 1800(W)mm per metre
09-STM1810 | Safety Tread Matting | 1800(W)mm x 10m roll
09-STM-B | Aluminium Edge Bar (with nails) | 2.4m(L)

**ERGO MAT**

**BENEFITS:**
- Relieves strain of constant standing
- Ergonomic bubble design
- Anti-creep feet on the underside
- Safety edging on all sides
- Can be fabricated into long runners
- 10mm thick

Specify colour when ordering

**CODE** | **DESCRIPTION** | **SIZE (mm)**
--- | --- | ---
09-ERG0060 | Ergo Mat | 900 x 600
09-ERGI2090 | Ergo Mat | 1200 x 900
09-ERG2390 | Ergo Mat | 2310 x 900
09-ERG60PM | Ergo Mat | 600 wide - per metre
09-ERG90PM | Ergo Mat | 900 wide - per metre
09-ERGI2PM | Ergo Mat | 1200 wide - per metre

Also available in custom long run.